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About us
Ticklio is a brand that portrays an already developed 
solution for everyone in the event organizing sphere. 
The people behind Ticklio, or better said, the company 
behind Ticklio, is a long established digital agency 
from Europe, with clients all over the world. 

We offer an all inclusive ticketing platform that every 
event organizer needs. 

It is fast, safe and it can include all established 
payment methods.

It can be used by sport clubs that host multiple 
matches per season, event organizers that provide us 
all with regular entertainment, seminar organizers 
that are repeated multiple times per week, or by 
someone with a just one-time gig. 

Sell event tickets, charge entrance 
fees, all without provision.



Our Vision
At Ticklio we understand that every event is different 

from the other and that it has other goals, specifics 

and venue. 

Therefore, we provide you with an unique and 

personalized platform based on developed basics 

that are proven to work. Because of that, you will 

receive guidance from our team of experts that will 

take your venue in mind. 

We will provide you with our expert opinion on how 

you should spin things, which payment methods you 

should use, what’s the best way to organize a venue 

and sort the sectors, and everything else.

 

You organize the gig, and we’ll make 
sure that your tickets selling system 
will work and will be optimized!



Our Pricing Policy

We WILL NOT take a piece of your pie and demand a certain percentage of earnings from you! The 
profits are earned by you and because of you, so they should be spent by you. We will only help 
you earn them and hopefully make you our long term partner.

*



Use Cases
Customer’s POV

From the customer's point of view, 

the main features to point out are:

● Simplicity and intuitive design

● Multiple payment methods

● They can pick their seats 

themselves (if those seats 

are still available)

● Customers can use coupons 

and discount codes

● We can link data to various 

APIs



Use Cases
Tickets

From the ticket’s point of view, the 

main features to point out are:

● Tickets can be printed or 

used from a smart device

● QR Code can be scanned 

with smartphone and can not 

be used again

● POS - you can go green - 

send tickets to client email  or 

put multiple ticket on one 

preformatted A4 paper

● You can print seasonal tickets 

by yourselves



Use Cases
Admin’s POV

From event organizers point of view 

our platform solves rather complex 

problems that event organizers can 

face:

● Easy mapping and seat 

locking (if you don’t want a 

certain seats or whole 

sections of the venue to be 

sold (e.g. are for VIP guests))

● Better overview of the tickets 

sold and seats that were 

taken

● Statistics and reports



Things you need to keep in mind before we start

Credit card processing fees 1.4% + 0.25€ fee for each web transaction (Stripe) 

POS additional expenses Computer & Printer (capable of A4 printing)

Check in requirements Mobile phone with a working camera and stable internet connection

Our promise to you is that we will never charge you any fees for using our system. 
However, in the spirit of transparency, we need to warn you about additional 

costs that will be charged to you.



Ticklio Functions

Seating plan

Venue layout of your choice

Beautiful tickets (personalized)

Check-in attendees via your mobile

Simple and intuitive design
of web booking and integration with 
your Wordpress website

Multiple payment methods

Unlimited number of POS – “Point of Sale” 
systems

Season tickets and packages



Time of Delivery & Pricing

Setup Costs

Time of delivery: Depends on your needs

Monthly Installments

The price depends on your needs and desires

We would like to become your digital partner and sponsor.

Includes: hosting and event support (we will not let you down)
Future updates and upgrades

There are no other hidden charges.

Includes: 
System setup, personalized season and match tickets

Workshop and training for marketing and check-in
Integration of tax registers

Full support
*Without API integrations for your check-in services



Customizations and Future Updates
Until 2023:

● APIs to automatically connect CRMs
● APIs to connect website and login into other CMS
● Email notification system
● Internal CRM
● Login and Register via our System for your Clients
● Apple Wallet and Android Wallet integration

Later:
● Build a platform that can connect multiple event organizers
● Loyalty & Reward system
● Connect with your Clients part
● Smart segmentation of users
● Further monetize your Customers with special discounts and smart offers

And more



THANK YOU
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